The collection consists of matrices for Cherokee language type moulded probably in Boston, circa 1828.

Box 1:

1. 68 “LC” mats, numbered 1 – 67 including #61 ½.
2. One upper case mat (#1 “C”).
3. Twenty-five sorts or type casts of original casts from the Matrices (in two bunches).

Note: Earlier inventories listed three original cast types. Of the twenty-five sorts, three are of Cherokee characters, two might be Cherokee characters, and twenty are English letters. If the earlier inventories were referring to the three Cherokee characters, our inventories agree the set is complete as it was originally received.

Box 2:

1. 71 “C” (upper case) which are numbered 2 – 74 (#1 is in Box 1) and numbers 29 and 62 are missing.